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This project was undertaken in late 2001 as a part of NCAT’s National Energy Affordability and
Accessibility Project. It was designed to gain quantitative and qualitative information on the
impacts of electric and natural gas retail market competition (also called energy industry
restructuring) on residential consumers, particularly low- and moderate-income households.
From its onset, the project recognized that the full implications of restructuring for residential
customers were years away in most of the 25 or so states that have restructured their energy
industries. Even in states that have formally adopted restructuring, several have halted or
substantially delayed full implementation, particularly for residential customers. However, in a
handful of states, electric and natural gas supplier markets have been open to competition,
although the degree of customer choice available to residential customers varies widely.
This project focused on several states that have exposed residential customers to market-based
pricing. It also offers examples of municipally based aggregation and market-based pricing for
Default Service (service for those consumers who do not choose a a new provider, who are
terminated from that provider, or whose relationship with a prior supplier ends with selection or
assignment of another provider). The states chosen for the analysis were Massachusetts, New
York, Georgia, Texas and Ohio. With the exception of Georgia, where gas markets have been
deregulated but electricity markets have not, the project focuses on electricity market issues.
Although these states are still in transition, they offer examples of market structure, state policies
and programs for consumer protection and low-income programs, aggregation, and Default
Service pricing that are important models for state restructuring efforts. The project did not focus
either on California, where much has been written about restructuring, because its approach has
not been replicated elsewhere, or on another prominent state, Pennsylvania, because that state’s
regulated pricing structure largely protects residential consumers from market-based pricing,

similar to Michigan, Illinois, Maryland, Connecticut, and the District of Columbia. In most of these
latter states, no competitive market has developed for residential customers, although a
substantial percentage of commercial and industrial customers in these states have access to
competitive offers for electricity or natural gas.
While recognizing that all states are in the early stages of an ongoing and constantly changing
experiment, the project consultants focused on one overarching question: Are residential
consumers, particularly those with low and moderate incomes, better or worse off as a result of
retail market competition as it existed from each state’s opening date of competition? The study
focused on developments from each state’s initiation of retail competition through the first half of
2002. However, each state was (and continues to be) constantly changing, and there is not as yet
an "end" to this story.
The project consultants looked at the state’s activities from several perspectives in order to
develop profiles of each state that would be instrumental as a guideline for policymakers and
others interested in the consumer impacts of restructured markets.
In the first of these papers, consumer affairs consultant Barbara Alexander examines each state
in the context of its legislative and regulatory approach to energy market restructuring, prices and
supplier activity once markets were opened to competition, billing and collection practices,
consumer protection programs and policies, including the regulation of competitive suppliers,
consumer education, default service pricing, and an overview of universal service programs. At
the conclusion of each review, she offers preliminary observations and conclusions.
In the second paper, energy analyst Matthew Brown reviews municipally based aggregation
strategies in Ohio and in part of Massachusetts that have given some residential and other
smaller customers access to competitive prices and product choices – the most successful
examples of this strategy so far.
A forthcoming study will examine how low-income consumers in the five states have been
impacted by the transition to competition.
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